Five
My and Your Mortal Foes
y the middle of 1401, Henry still had only a tenuous grasp on his throne.
Discontent at his reign was prevalent throughout his realm. On 4th May,
his former confessor—Philip Repingdon, Chancellor of the University of
Oxford—had written frankly to him that even those who had assented to his accession were now weeping and wringing their hands at his failure to deliver his promises.1 Henry’s desire that the country should accept his right to rule continued to be
frustrated by a persistent belief that Richard II was still alive. The new king’s patience
was wearing thin. A man from Cheshire, found guilty of slander against Henry, had
his tongue torn out and his right hand cut off before being beheaded at Tower Hill.2
Henry’s situation was so beleaguered that he assembled a Great Council at Westminster on 16th August to ‘discuss weighty matters’. Almost three hundred attended
so it was virtually a parliament.3 Calais, Aquitaine and Wales all demanded attention and money for their defence and further negotiations with Scotland and France
were needed. Funding of over four times the average annual income of the Crown
(£130,000) was agreed for the year of which £38,000 was to be for the war with Scotland, the defence of the sea and the campaigns in Wales.4 Edward, the Earl of Rutland, was appointed the King’s lieutenant in Aquitaine, where a French invasion was
threatened.5 Henry Percy was despatched from Wales to negotiate with the Scots.6
The King would deal with Wales himself.7 Not everyone in the King’s household was
impressed by this resolve or optimistic about its outcome: in September, according to
Walsingham, an attempt was made on Henry’s life when a device with three barbed
spikes was placed inside the mattress of his bed.8
Although it was not just Owain Glyn Dŵr and the Welsh who were antagonizing
the King, by the end of summer 1401 Glyn Dŵr’s revolt had encompassed most of
south Wales and Gower was under threat. The leaders of Glyn Dŵr’s thrust against
Gower were believed to be Rhys Gethin and Morgan Gethin.9 In anticipation of
their attack, Hugh Waterton had ordered the castle at Swansea to be repaired and
three men-at-arms and eighteen archers were hired to garrison it. By the time it was
attacked in September, Glyn Dŵr’s campaign had gathered sufficient momentum and
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